Aims and objectives
Several multicenter studies have demonstrated the very good diagnostic accuracy of 64-MDCT (Se 95-99%, Sp 64-83% and NPV 97-99%) for the identification of patients with at least one coronary artery stenosis by ICA.
AFib is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and its prevalence and incidence increases with age (Fuster V. et al. Circulation 2006) .
AFib is considered as a contraindication for CCTA due to increased heart rate variation which can lead to severe motion artifacts (figure 1) Moreover, due to the retrospective nature of current CCTA protocols in AFib, it is associated with significantly higher effective radiation dose than in patients with sinus rythm (Vorre MM et al. Radiology 2013) We sought to evaluate the feasibility of low-dose CCTA in AFib patients despite high heart rate variability with a new generation 256-MDCT thanks to whole heart coverage within one beat and high rotation speed. 
Methods and materials
Thirty consecutive patients (mean HR 81.4±24.0 bpm, 44 to 151bpm) with AF underwent CCTA on a 256-MDCT (Revolution CT, General Electric).
Prevalence and impact on diagnosis of motion and step artifacts were independently evaluated by two experienced readers using a 3-point scale (0: no artifact; 1: artifacts without interference on diagnosis; 2: artifacts interfere with diagnosis. Figures 2 to 4) and percentage of assessable coronary segments was calculated.
Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were measured for quantitative assessment.
Radiation dose was evaluated by calculating the mean effective dose (ED).
